
the good shepherd separates the sheepfromSheesheep pfromfrom the goats mosaic ca 520
AD saint apollinare nuovo church ravenna italy courtesy alinariart
resource NY

in the years after constantine took control of the christian church
two traditions in christian art competed for primacy the oriental near
eastern and the greco roman the depiction of christ in this mosaic
reflects the greco roman tradition christ is shown as a beardless youth
or young man the figure type and the design of christs halo reflect
earlier depictions of apollo the sun god of the classical world the
apollonarianapollinarianApollonarian visual pattern for the depiction of christ eventually lost out
but was partially revived when the italian renaissance looked to the
classical tradition for both aesthetics and ideas thus for the sistine
chapel lastjudgmentlast judgment michaelangelo follows the early apollo model for
christ but pushes that model further by depicting christ seminude

the medium of mosaic accentuated a style reinforced by the neo-
platonism that had become part of christian theology this tradition
down played the physical world because the physical was transitory and
fallen mosaic as a medium maintains the integrity of the surface plane
of the picture and diminishes the depth of vision with the result that fig-
ures become almost two dimensional instead of three dimensional thus
the figures are kept as symbols while their corporeal reality is reduced
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early christian belief in an embodied god

ample evidence especially thatthatfromfrom early christian im
materialistsmateria lists shows that biblical peoples jews and early
christians understood god to be an embodiedembodiedpersonpetsonperson

the view that god is incorporeal without body or parts has
been the hallmark of christian orthodoxy for centuries yet
joseph smith claimed that he restored the doctrine of divine
embodiment found in the primitive christian understanding 82

in this section I1 argue that joseph is correct that is not only did
the very earliest christians believe god to be embodied in human-
like form but this belief continued to be widely held by chris-
tians for at least the first four centuries after the death of jesus
christ the belief was gradually abandoned as platonism became
more and more entrenched as the dominant metaphysical world
view of christian thinkers 8313

some of the evidence I1 cite is indirect and circumstantial but
when all is considered cumulatively it seems quite convincing
ironically much of this evidence is drawn from the writings of two
of the most uncompromising incorporealists origen and augus-
tine given their strong opposition to the doctrine of divine em-
bodiment the evidence they provide is particularly persuasive

primitive christian belief in an embodied deity

that the earliest christians believed god to be embodied is

admitted by the noted church historian adolph harnack though
he buries this admission in two footnotes in his seven volume

see donald Q cannon larrylanylant E dahl and john W welch the restora-
tion of major doctrines through joseph smith the godhead mankind and the
creation ensign 19 january 1989 27 33

83forfor a historical study of the introduction of platonism into early christian
thought and its rise to preeminence among christian thinkers see robert P
casey clement of alexandria and the beginnings of christian platonism har-
vard theological review 18 1925 39 101 and robert M grant the early
christian doctrine of god charlottesville university press of virginia 1966
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work history of dogma writing about first century believers
he explains

god was naturally conceived and represented as corporeal by uncul-
tured christians though not by these alone as the later controver-
sies prove eg orig contra melito see also bertulltertullTertull de anima
in the case of the cultured the idea of a corporeality of god may be
traced back to stoic influences in the case of the uncultured popu-
lar ideas operatedcooperatedco with the sayings of the old testament literally
understood and the impression of the apocalyptic images 84

he further concedes in the second century realistic eschato-
logical ideas no doubt continued to foster in wide circles the pop-
ular idea that god had a form and a kind of corporeal existence 1185118185

harnack identifies several possible sources of primitive86primitive86

christian belief in an embodied deity including popular religious
ideas stoic metaphysics and old testament scripture literally
construed it is common knowledge that ordinary persons includ-
ing the early greeks 87 have always as harnack suggests naturally
conceived god or the gods to be embodied further harnack
proposes that christians influenced by stoic views could have
reached the same conclusion on metaphysical grounds from the
stoic beliefs that only matter is real and that god is real it follows
that god is a material being 88

14adolph14adolph hamackharnack history of dogma 7 vols new york dover 1961
11180180iso n 1

15hamackharnack history of dogma 2255 n 5

thehe primitive period of the christian church is usually understood to last
from the apostolic years to the middle of the second century see J N D kelly
early christian doctrines 5thath ed rev london adams and charles black
1977311977197751 31 35

87see gilbert murray five stages of greek religion garden city NY
doubleday 1955 9- 10910glogio for an excellent study of the popular greek understand-
ing of the gods see martin P nilsson greek folk religion philadelphia univer-
sity of pennsylvania press 1972

stoicism founded by zeno of citiumcilium ca 300 BC

was mostly a closely knit system of logic metaphysics and ethics
from the theological point of view however what was most re-
markable about it was its pantheistic materialism the stoics reacted
vigorously against the platonic differentiation of a transcendent
intelligible world not perceptible by the senses from the ordinary
world of sensible experience whatever exists they argued must
be body and the universe as a whole must be through and through
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whatever the impact of popular belief and stoic metaphysics
on the primitive christian understanding of god perhaps a more
significant influence was the hebrew bible J N D kelly informs
us from the apostolic age to the middle of the second cen-
tury there was as yet no officially sanctioned new testament
canon 8919 indeed for the first hundred years at least of its history
the churchschurche scriptures in the precise sense of the word con-
sisted exclusively of the old testament 90 and as harnack has
reminded us the old testament literally construed describes god
in decidedly anthropomorphic terms for example edmond cher-
bonnier has shown that the god of biblical revelation in contrast
with the deity of platonist metaphysics was personal not abstract
invisible as a matter of choice not inherently everlasting or endur-
ing through time not timeless and ethically constant not meta-
physically immutable he concludes that in many respects the
god of the bible has more in common with the gods of the greek
and roman pantheon than with platos idea of ultimate being or
aristotlesAristotles unmoved mover 91

more to the point many biblical passages straightforwardly
describe god as embodied for instance genesis 126 records that
god made man in our own image after our likeness 119292 even more
explicit are the many references to gods body parts such as 1 I

jacob have seen god face to face gen 3230 they saw the

material thus stoicism was a monism teaching that god or logos
is a finer matter immanent in the material universe kelly early
christian doctrines 17 18

19keilykelly19kelly early christian doctrines 3311
keilykelly9keffy early christian doctrines 52
91seesee edmond la beaume cherbonnier the logic of biblical anthropo-

morphism harvard theological review 55 1962 187 and cherbonnier in
defense of anthropomorphism in reflections on mormonismjudeomormonism fudeojudeo christian
parallels ed truman G madsen salt lake city religious studies center brig-
ham young university 1978 155 73 cherbonnier provides a clear description
of the anthropomorphic god of the biblical record particularly in contrast with
later mystical or platonist views of deity

umberto cassuto explains that there is no doubt that the original signifi-
cation of this expression in the canaanite tongue was judging by babylonian
usage corporeal in accordance with the anthropomorphic conception of the
godhead among the peoples of the ancient east umberto cassuto A commen-
tary on the book of genesis 2 vols jerusalem magnes press 1961 156
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god ofoflsmelisrael and there was under his feet ex 2410 the lord
spake unto moses face to face ex 3311 and 1 I will take away
mine hand and thou shalt see my back parts but my face shall not
be seen ex 3323 god also appears embodied in new testa-
ment accounts of divine appearances for instance acts 756 tells
of stephen seeing god and the son of man standing on the right
hand of god 93 it is hard to imagine a being with a face feet hands
and back parts but without a body

though on the basis of scriptures such as these early chris-
tians no doubt simply took it for granted that god has a body simi-
lar to mans this belief does not mean they thought of god as
similar to man in all respects unlike man for example god is
holy as hosea 119 states for I1 am god and not man the holy
one in the midst of thee cherbonnier acknowledges that a con-
siderablesiderable variety exists in scripture and that this and similar pas-
sages do point away from an overly simple anthropomorphism
however these passages do not indicate that the later biblical
prophets gave up the ideas that god has a body and that mans
body was created in his image to the contrary cherbonnier
claims that modern scholarship by restoring these anthropo-
morphic passages to their context and so recovering their original
meaning reverses such an interpretation 9491

only after divine embodiment was rejected on philosophical
primarily platonist grounds was the image of god identified with

the soul or the rational aspect of the soul and biblical passages
referring to gods body or bodily parts were explicitly given figu-
rative interpretations while the philosophical critique of anthro-
pomorphicpomorphic conceptions of deity has its roots in ancient greece
and while there is evidence that anthropomorphism was an issue
for the translators of the septuagint 95 a jewish platonist educated

93consider93consider also the postascensionpostascension appearances of the resurrected christ to
saul on the road to damascus acts 93 7 to john the beloved on the isle of
patmos rev 110 18 and to many others who saw the resurrected lord
1 I1 cor 155 8

cherbonnier9cherbonnier biblical anthropormorphism 188
95seesee B H roberts the7 be truth the7 be way the life provo utah BYU stud-

ies 1994 173 n 1 and harry M orlinsky introductory essay on anthropoanthropos
morphisms and anthropopathisms in the septuagint and targum in bernard M
zlotowitz the septuagint translation of the hebrew termsterins in relation to god
in the book of jeremiahofjeremiah new york KTAV 1981 xxvxiv xxvixavi
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in alexandria named philophilojudaeusjudaeus 20 BC AD 40 appears to be
the first who applied allegorical interpretations to the anthropo-
morphic passages in the old testament philos views were not
generally accepted by his mainstream jewish contemporaries
however albinus a second century non christian and middle
platonist did follow philos lead and in turn greatly influenced
origen and later christian thinkers 96

aside from direct revelation as a source for the primitive
christian belief that god is embodied harnack fails to mention
another no doubt powerful influence the understanding of god
within the first century jewish communities out of which chris-
tianity first emerged according to J N D kelly

judaism was the cradle in which christianity was nurtured the
source to which it was uniquely indebted it left a deep imprint as is
generally agreed on the churchschurche liturgy and ministry and an even
deeper one on its teaching in evaluating this impact we must take
account both of palestinian judaism and of the hellenizedhellenizer version cur-
rent at alexandria the former can be dealt with quite briefly for the
heyday of its influence falls outside this book in the apostolic age
when it moulded the thought of all new testament writers yet in
spite of the early rupture between christians and jews it would be a

grave error to dismiss it as a negligible force in our period until the
middle of the second century when hellenistic ideas began to come
to the fore christian theology was taking shape in predominantly
judaistic moulds and the categories of thought used by almost all

christian writers before the apologists were largely jewish 97

96for an insightful examination of the reasons why the later church fathers
rejected the primitive view of a corporeal deity see grace jantzen theological
tradition and divine incorporeality gods world gods body london darton
longman and todd 1984 213521 35

97 kelly early christian doctrines 6 jacob neusner has cautioned against
the presumption that this judaistic mould was all of one piece he asks

can we identify one judaism in the first centuries bceandceonlyBCE and CE only if
we can treat as a single cogent statement everything all jews wrote
that requires us to harmonize the essene writings of the dead sea
philo the mishnah the variety of scriptures collected in our century
as the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha of the old testament not to
mention the gospels this is to say viewed as statements of systems
the writings attest to diverse religious systems and in the setting of
which we speak to diverse judaisms there was no one orthodoxy
no orthodox judaism there were various judaisms jacob neusner
judaism and christianity in the first century how shall we per-

ceive their relationship in A tribute to geza vermes essays on
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those early jewish and subsequently christian categories
based as they were upon a literal reading of the hebrew scriptures
were unabashedly anthropomorphic 98 for instance james drum-
mond admits that even as the jews advanced theologically to a

higher conception of god we can hardly doubt that the mass of
the people would be satisfied with the scriptures literal mean-
ing and that their idea of god was the purest anthropomor-
phism 99 similarly george foot moore claims that palestinian

judaism was innocent of an abstract or transcendent
or any other sort of a philosophical idea of god loo7110igo100 indeed he
asserts the philosophical horror of anthropomorphisms which
philo entertained was unknown to the palestinian schools
they endeavored to think of god worthily and to speak of him rev-
erentlyerently but their criterion was the scripture and the instinct of
piety not an alien metaphysics 101 thoroughly influencing the
basic concepts of formative judaism was indeed the understand-
ing of gods incarnation which jacob neusner describes as a

commonplace for judaisms from the formation of scripture for-
ward 11102102 by incarnation neusner means the representation of

jewish and christian literature and history eds philip R davies
and richard T white sheffield england sheffield academicacademacademeic press

1990 256

nonetheless E P sanders argues that there was at least within first century
palestinian judaism a common theological core underlying all this rich diversity
of thought and practice judaism practice and belief 63 BCE to 66 CE london
SCM 1992 240 78

98 jewish98jewish anthropomorphism seems to have been notorious in the first cen-
turies CE gedaliahuGedaliahu G StrostroumsastrounisaStroumunisasa forms of god some notes on metatronbetatronMetatron and
christ harvard theological review 76 1983 269 88 271

99jamesjames drummond philo judaeusJudaeus or nethe jewish alexandrian philoso-
phy in its development and completion 2 vols london williams and norgate
188811351888 1135

10 georgeOGeorge foot moorejudaismmoore judaism in the first centuries of the christian era
the age of the tannaim 2 vols cambridge harvard university press 1927
1421 for a recent treatment of this topic see elliot R wolfson through a specu-
lum that shines princeton NJ princeton university press 1994 13 5511

10 moore10moore judaism in the first centuries of the christian era 1438
102102jacobjacob neusner the incarnation of god the character of divinity in

formative judaism philadelphia fortress 1988 4
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god in the flesh as corporeal consubstantial in emotion and
virtue with human beings and sharing in the modes and means of
action carried out by mortals doing deeds that women and
men do in the way in which they do them 105103101 so powerful and nat-
ural was judaisms rich legacy of anthropomorphism104anthropomorphism104 that
rabbi hoshaiahHoshaiah could tell a story about the time when god came
to create man and how the ministering angels mistook adam for
god what did the holy one blessed be he do he put him to
sleep so everyone knew that he was a mere man 105101 of course in
this portrayal of divinity the purpose was never to confuse god
with man but rather to teach an understanding that draws human-
ity upward and does not bring god downward 106

nowhere is this jewish anthropomorphism more evident
than in the teachings of several classical rabbis for instance in his
recently published study alon goshen gottstein claims

in all of rabbinic literature covering both the tannaitic 70 200 AD
and amoraic 220 500 AD periods there is not a single statement
that categorically denies that god has body or form in my under-
standing the question of whether the rabbis believed in a god who
has form is one that needs little discussion instead of asking
does god have a body we should inquire what kind of body

does god havehave10711117107

103101 neusner101neusner incarnation of god 12 17
104neusner incarnation of god 6
105 genesis rabbahdabbah 881010 quoted in neusner incarnation of god 3 in addi-

tion it was reported at a 1995 conference in jerusalem sponsored by the foun-
dation for ancient research and mormon studies that an unpublished dead sea
scrolls fragment 4q416 frgarg 1 speaks of god as a creature of flesh although the
dead sea scrolls are not necessarily a part of the rabbinic tradition we await pub-
licationli and further analysis of that fragment by T elgvineggvin

log116106neusner incarnation of god 3 the tractate safurshiurshfur komakonza the mea-
sure of the body describes gods body in huge proportions see encyclopaedia
judaica 141417 svsxax shaurshiur koma A widely acknowledged source for studies
ofjewish anthropomorphism this tractate is from the period of the tannaim and
is associated with kabbalahKabbalah but its concepts are known in rabbinic midrashimmidrashicmidrashim

aionalon goshen gottstein the body as image of god in rabbinic litera-
ture harvard theological review 87 1994 172 see also arthur marmorstein
the old rabbinic doctrine of god U19379371957957 reprint new york ktavkeav 1968 which
deals with the literal versus allegorical interpretation of scripture in rabbinic tra-
dition while marmorstein suggests that the rabbis were generallygeneranyraRy moving away
from anthropomorphic conceptions of god he does not indicate that they were
moving away from the idea that god is embodied
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gottstein further contends the bodily meaning is the only mean-
ing ofzelem image in rabbinic literature this suggestion is borne
out in all tannaitic and amoraic sources 10811087108

the rabbinic interpretation of the image of god as referring
to the body is clearly shown in this representative selection a
story about rabbi hillel

his disciples asked him master whither are you bound he an-
swered them to perform a religious duty what they asked is
this religious duty he said to them to wash in the bathhousebath house
said they Is this a religious duty yes he replied if the statues
of kings which are erected in theatrestheartrestheatres and circuses are scoured and
washed by the man who is appointed to look after them and who
thereby obtains his maintenance through them nay more he is
exalted in the company of the great of the kingdom how much
more 1I who have been created in the image and likeness 109

rabbinic anthropomorphism so strikingly contrasts with later
third century on christian immaterialism and so closely parallels

joseph smiths understanding of god that it will be helpful to sum-
marize gottsteinsGottsteins account of the rabbinic concepts in some detail

first gottstein shows that rabbinic anthropomorphism was
not a crude notion in which gods body or even adams body cre-
ated in its image was seen as identical or very similar to our pres-
ent fallen human bodies 110 for example one rabbinic account
describes adams body as one of great beauty and light

resh lakish in the name of R simen the son of menasyamenassaMenasya said the
apple ofadams heel outshone the globe of the sun how much more
so the brightness of his face nor need you wonder in the ordinary
way if a person makes salverscalvers servants one for himself and one for
his household whose will he make more beautiful not his own
similarly adam was created for the service of the holy one blessed
be he and the globe of the sun for the service of mankind iliiii111

10 gottstein10gottstein body as image of god 174 italics in original gottstein
acknowledges that in the later tangumatanbwnatanbuma literature several paraphrases expand
the meaning oizelemof zelem to include eternal life divine glory and righteous behavior
none of these expansions overrides the older understanding oizelemofzelem as body but
rather are derived from it 174 n 9

log119leviticus119leviticus rabbahdabbah 343 innalfAlimidrashdrash dabbahrabbah trans H freedman and mau-
rice simon 10 vols london soncinoconcinoSoncino 1983 4428

gottstein body as image of god 183 86
leviticus rabbahdabbah 202 in midrash cabbabrabbahrabbab 4252 other texts corrobo-

rate adams possessing a body of light genesis rabbahdabbah 126 in midrash dabbahrabbah
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thus adams original body was more radiant than the sun but
gods body in whose image adams was made is still more bril-
liant and beautiful112beautiful112 though it resembles the human body in form
it differs from it in function gottstein quotes a passage from peter
in the jewish christian pseudo clementine homiliushomiliesHomilies that parallels
notions found in sefer cezirayezira

he has the most beautiful form for the sake of man in order that the
pure in heart shall be able to see him that they shall rejoice on
account of whatever they have endured for he has stamped man as
it were with the greatest seal with his own form in order that he
shall rule and be lord over all things and that all things shall serve
him for this reason he who having judged that he is the all and
man his image dikoneikon he being invisible and his image man visi-
ble will honor the image which is man 113

next gottstein proposes a model for reconciling apparently
contradictory rabbinic passages pertaining to the issue of whether
man as the result of sin lost the image of god

As we have seen adams zelem is his luminous body in other
sources such as the story of hillel washing his body the zelem
referred to the physical body zelem can thus refer to various levels

1191igi9 1 ecclesiastes rabbahdabbah 8811 inmmidrashmidrash dabbahrabbah 8213 and deuteronomy rab
bah 113 in midrash dabbahrabbah 7173

112 compare joseph smiths description of the brilliance of gods body in
his 1838 account of the first vision he told of a light above the brightness of the
sun and attempted to describe the father and the son whose brightness and
glory defy all description JS H 1116ilg16 17 compare also the language that zebe-
dee coltrin josephs LDS contemporary used to describe god for example
surrounded as with a flame of fire consuming fire of great brightness and
flame of fire which was so brilliant with the rabbinic descriptions of the divine

body statement of zebedee coltrin october 3 1883 school of prophets 38
A fuller description of coltrinecoltrinsColtrins theophany is set out in point 3 of the section on
external corroborative evidence

this13this passage is from a section of the homilieshomiliushomilies recently translated and dis-
cussed by shlomo pines in points of similarity between the exposition of the
doctrine of the sefirot in the sefer yeziracezira and a text of the pseudo clementine
homilieshomiliusHomilies the implications of this resemblance proceedings of the israel acad-
emy of sciences and humanities 7 1989 64 65 pines considers the last
sentence a later gloss for it contradicts the possibility of seeing the divine form
gottstein however conjectures that invisible may refer to the ordinary state
and not to the exceptional condition that the pureheartedpure hearted ones attain gott-
stein body as image of god 173 n 5
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or aspects all of which bear a resemblance to the physical body
I1 would propose that these various levels or various bodies reflect
one another the physical body is a reflection of the body of
lightfight A kind of graded devolutionary process may be a
model for two ways of talking about zelem the zelem in its original
form may be lost but the dimmer reflection of this form is extant in
the physical body which may still be spoken of as zelem 114111

finally gottstein ventures a partial explanation of why the
rabbinic interpretation of image is exclusively bodily compared
with the subsequent nonbodily interpretations given by christian
immaterialists rabbinic anthropology did not consider the soul to
be immaterial or radically distinct from the body as platonists held
it to be he elaborates

rabbinic anthropology differs from hellenistic and later chris-
tian anthropology the distinction between spirit and matter is
not known in rabbinic literature115literature115 metaphysically soul and
body form a whole rather than a polarity crudely put the soul is
like the battery that operates an electronic gadget it may be dif-
ferent and originally external to the gadget but the difference is
not one of essence more significantly the gadget and its
power source ultimately belong together rather than apart thus
the soul is the vitalizing agent whose proper place is in the body
not out of it 116

114gottstein body as image of god 188
115compare doctrine and covenants 1316 7 there is no such thing as

immaterial matter all spirit is matter but it is more fine and pure and can only
be discerned by purer eyes we cannot see it but when our bodies are purified
we shall see that it is all matter

116ilggottstein body as image of god 176 77 compare doctrine and
covenants 9333 for man is spirit the elements are eternal and spirit and ele-
ment inseparably connected receive a fulnessfalness of joy joseph further explained
his beliefs about spirit

in tracing the thing to the foundation and looking at it philosophi-
cally we shall find a very material difference between the body and
the spirit the body is supposed to be organized matter and the
spirit by many is thought to be immaterial without substance with
this latter statement we should beg leave to differ and state the spirit
is a substance that it is material but that it is more pure elastic and
refined matter than the body that it existed before the body can
exist in the body and will exist separate from the body when the
body will be mouldering in the dust and will in the resurrection be
again united with it TPJS 207
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consistently then in rabbinic eschatology the future life takes the
form of resurrection of the dead rather than the eternal life of
the soulSOUI 11 117

even in first century alexandria where hellenistic ideas were
already firmly entrenched jewish incorporealism was a minority
position for example harry austrynaustren wolfson author of the stan-
dard biography of philo tells us that in his writings philo often
opposed a traditional school of alexandrian judaism which inter-
preted the scriptures literally in wolfsonsWolfsons words these tradition-
alists display a self confidence and self contentment which flow
from a faith in the loyalty of their adherents among the great
masses of alexandrian jews 1181118 later he adds

the great mass of believers who will have not felt the impact of the
foreign philosophy will see no need of any reconciliation between
them this great mass of believers will either remain indifferent to
the innovations of the philosophic reconcilersreconcilers or will superciliously
look upon them as mere triflerstriflers or if given provocation will mili-
tantly oppose them as disturbersdisturb ers of the religious peace 119

in the end wolfson admits that despite philos effort to synthesize
jewish belief and greek thought alexandrian judaism at the time
of philo was of the same stock as pharisaic judaism which flour-
ished in palestine at that time 120 thus apparently in the first
century the jews in alexandria as well as in palestine almost
universally believed in an embodied god 121 and as kelly has
reminded us first century jewish thought was the mold in which
primitive christian theology took shape

though data pertaining to christian belief during the earliest
period of christian history is meager that data strongly supports
the thesis that the earliest christians generally believed god to be

117gottstein body as image of god 177
lharryharrscharryiharryharry austrynaustren wolfson philo foundations of religious philosophy in

judaism christianity and islam 2 vols cambridge harvard university press

19481641948 164
119ilgnWolfsonWolfson philo 172

wolfson philo 156
1211tit is interesting that wolfson asserts thejewishthe jewish god indeed is incorpo-

real and free from emotions as is the god of the philosophers despite his impli-
cation that the great masses of alexandrian jews believed otherwise wolfson
philo 126
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embodied thus josephs claim that his doctrine of divine embodi-
ment was a restoration of primitive christian understanding seems
well corroborated

second and third century belief in an embodied god

immaterialism was introduced into christian theology at least
as early as the mid to late second century with clement of alexan-
dria about AD 150 213 being perhaps the first to unequivocally
refer to god as immaterial 122 immaterialists ultimately triumphed
but not without a three century long struggle with christians who
held tenaciously to the primitive doctrine of divine embodiment

origen as witness the writings of origen about AD

185 253 provide substantial evidence that christians inmi the sec-
ond and third centuries continued to widely believe in gods
embodiment despite the efforts of platonists both within and
without the church to persuade them otherwise origen himself a

christian platonist was one of the most influential thinkers of the
early church second perhaps only to augustine like philo he
was born and enculturated in alexandria on the mediterranean
coast of egypt the city was founded in 331 BC by alexander the
great and up through brigensorigensOrigens time it continued to be a center of
hellenistic intellectual culture

the first of nine children of christian parents origen re-
ceived first a literary education which consisted of studying the
greek classics he later studied philosophy under the renowned
middle platonist ammoniusadmoniusAmmonius saccas who later taught plotinusotinusPl the
thinker usually credited with founding neoplatonism origen also
knew and respected the works of a number of second century
non christian middle platonists including numenius whose most
important contribution to the tradition was his platonic doctrine
of god numenius taught that a first god exists who is ineffable
incorporeal unmoved and utterly separated from sensible reality
this first god through the mediation of a second god communi-
cates eternal order to the sensible world

see casey clement of alexandria 79 for a brief summary of clement
of alexandrianalexandriasAlexandrias materialisticimmaterialisticim views on god see robert M grant gods and the
one god philadelphia westminster 1986 90 91
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origen found numenius doctrine of god helpful in his
attempts to describe the father and his relationship both to his son
jesus and to the created world origen adopted the platonistic
metaphysics of his culture he then devoted his life to the exegesis
of biblical texts in an effort to construct and clarify christian doc-
trine to fit his incorporealisticincorporealistic concept of god 123 his devotion to
this task gives great significance to his reluctant admissions
explicit and tacit that his christian contemporaries widely
believed in an embodied god in at least six ways origensbrigensOrigens writ-
ings support the thesis that his contemporaries believed in a cor-
poreal god

1 in his most important theological work de PrinciprincipesprincipiisprincipusPrincipiduspUsis on
first principles origen enumerated the doctrines that he claims
were delivered to the church by the apostles significantly he did
not include the doctrine of divine incorporeality on the list 124

2 origen explicitly acknowledged that when he wrote
around the middle of the third century AD the issue of divine

embodiment had yet to be settled in the church how god him-
self is to be understood whether as corporeal and formed
according to some shape or of a different nature from bodies
is a point which is not clearly indicated in our teachings he thus
proposed to make the issue a matter of rational and scriptural
investigation with a view to formulating a coherent body of doc-
trine by means of illustrations and arguments either those
discovered in holy scripture or deduced by closely tracing out
the consequences and following a correct method 11125125

53 origen discussed certain first and second century word
usages ignorance of which had contributed to misunderstanding
of some biblical and other early texts for example he pointed out

12 according12according to a recent biographer joseph wilson trigg origen did
more than anyone else to relate the bible to greek philosophy joseph wilson

trigg origen the bible and philosophy in the third century church atlanta
john knox 1983 3 for a clear presentation of brigensorigensOrigens platonism and its for-
mative influences see chapter 3 52 75 see also richard A norris god and
world in early christian theology london adam and charles black 1966
10629106 29 and grant gods and the one god 91 92

1110rigen1110rigenorigen de princePrincipiPrincipUsis eds alexander roberts and james donaldson the7 be
ante nicene fathers 10 vols grand rapids mich eerdmans 1951 4239 41
hereafter cited as ANFANT

12501250rigenorigenrigen de Principi is ininaneaneANF 4241



pancreatorPancreator christ the almighty mosaic ca 1100 AD daphne greece
courtesy foto marburgartMarburgArt resource NY

this piece represents the oriental near eastern tradition in early
christian art which became the primary tradition in christian art the
oriental sage model for christ invariably portrays him with long hair
and a long beard that is why the standard depiction of christ usually
includes these elements

A common denominator between the oriental and greco roman
traditions was neoplatonism which substituted nonmaterialismnoaterialismmaterialismnon for the
original christian theology artistically this theological shift resulted in a
conscious movement to eliminate perspective and make images more
two dimensional this objective was accomplished by manipulating
three elements midrange shadows were eliminated mosaic tile was
used to simplify the image and gold tile was used to enhance the
reflectivity of the background when a bright shining background is

used the background advances further reducing the perception of
three dimensions the net result is a greatly simplified and flattened
image that stylistically eliminates the corporeality of the image
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that nowhere in the bible is god explicitly described as incorpo-
real the greek term for incorporeal asomatousasomatosasomatos does not appear
there even where that term does appear in early nonscriptural
christian writings origen claimed that it does not have the
same meaning that greek and gentile philosophers assigned to it
rather he asserted christian writers simply used the term to refer
to a material body that is much finer and less palpable than those
perceivable through the senses for example he explained that in
the treatise called the doctrine of peter where the resurrected
jesus is quoted as saying to his disciples I11I am not an incorporeal
demon this statement

must be understood to mean that he had not such a body as demons
have which is naturally fine and thin as if formed of air and for this
reason is either considered or called by many incorporeal but that
he had a solid and palpable body now according to human custom
everything which is not of that nature is called by the simple or igno-
rant incorporeal as if one were to say that the air which we breathe
was incorporeal because it is not a body of such a nature as can be
grasped and held or can offer resistance to pressure 126

among the early christian writers who described god as asomatousasomatosasomatos
origen was the first with the possible exception of clement of
alexandria to consistently use the term in its technical platonist
sense in doing so origen followed the lead of second century non
christian middle platonists such as albinus 127

more unexpectedly origen informs us that the new testa-
ment passage god is a spirit john 424 the proof text now most
frequently cited in support of the doctrine of incorporeality
was initially understood as evidence against it

I1 know that some will attempt to say that even according to the decla-
rations of our own scriptures god is a body because they find it
said in the gospel according to john that god is a spirit and they
who worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth spirit
according to them is to be regarded as nothing else than a body 12812111281

126origen de Principiprincipiisis manemanfin ANF 42414241

127117iseesee gedaliahugedafiahuGedaliahu Stroumstroumsastrournsasa the incorporeality of god context and impli-
cations ofofOOriorlrigensgens position religion 13 1983 34558345 58

12801110origen1110rigenrigen de Principiprincipiisis inmanemanfANF 4242 for an instance of this see point 1

of the section on Tertultertullianhianfian as witness wolfson admits that in scripture there
is no indication that by spirit and soul were meant any such principles as form or
immateriality wolfson philo 295
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this surprising statement is easily explained 1 pneuma trans-
lated spirit literally meant air or breath thus implying that
spirit is composed of a material substance one of the four basic
elements and 2 since christian stoics believed that existence
was confined to material bodies god being spirit was only the
purest of all bodies 129119

4 origen engaged in sustained polemics against those who
affirmed gods humanlike embodiment his argument has two
parts first he tried to show that corporeality is logically incompat-
ible with philosophical platonist conceptions of the divine
nature second by means of painstaking exegesis and allegorical
interpretation he labored to convince his fellow christians that the
scriptures notwithstanding their literal import do not disprove
divine incorporeality it is instructive to consider some instances of
the latter argument because they indicate the popular christian
understanding of the scriptures that origen inveighedinveighinveigleded against 130131150151

origen argued that if scriptural passages that describe god as
spirit light fire and so forth were literally understood they
would erroneously suggest that god is corporeal consequently
he advocated a metaphorical interpretation 131 for example ori-
gen argued that genesis 126 properly interpreted does not
show god to be corporeal

we do not understand however this man indeed whom scrip-
ture says was made according to the image of god to be corporeal
for the form of the body does not contain the image of god nor is
the corporeal man said to be made but formed as is written
in the words that follow for the text says and god formed man
that is fashioned from the slime of the earth

but it is our inner man invisible incorporeal incorruptible
and immortal which is made according to the image of god for it
is in such qualities as these that the image of god is more correctly
understood but if anyone suppose that this man who is made
according to the image and likeness of god is made of flesh he will

129see stroumsaStroumsa incorporeality of god 34547345 47 see alsoaisoalsojantzenjantzen theol-
ogical tradition and divine incorporeality 222322 23

130forfor an excellent analysis of the centrality of the doctrine of divine incor-
porealityporeality to brigensorigensOrigens theology and his sustained polemics against anthropo-
morphic conceptions of god see stroumsaStroumsa incorporeality of god 34558345 58
although origen does not explicitly name his opponents here they are obvi-

ously christians 346
131 origen de Principiprincipiisprincipffsis manemanfin ANF 4242 45
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appear to represent god himself as made of flesh and in human form
it is most clearly impious to think this about god 132112152

origen also made light of an anthropomorphic interpretation of
genesis 126 by showing the absurdity that results from interpret-
ing other passages the same way

in brief those carnalcamal men who have no understanding of the mean-
ing of divinity suppose if they read anywhere in the scriptures of
god that heaven is my throne and the earth my footstool that god
has so large a body that they think he sits in heaven and stretches out
his feet to the earth 133

origen acknowledged that the jews indeed but also some of
our people supposed that god should be understood as a man
that is adorned with human members and human appearance
because in many scriptural passages god is described as speaking
to men but since as origen maintained the philosophers de-
spise these stories as fabulous and formed in the likeness of poetic
fictions he attempted to show how god can speak to men with-
out the physical ability to perform the function of speaking

but in this manner god is said to have spoken to man he either
inspires the heart of each of the saints or causes the sound of a voice
to reach his ears so also when he makes known that what each one
says or does is known to him the scriptures says that he has heard
and when he makes known that we have done something unjust it
says that he is angry when he censures us as ungrateful for his ben-
efits it says he repents making known indeed these things by
these dispositions which are common to men but not performing
them by these members which belong to corporeal nature 134

origen suggested that just as a human voice can be understood
because the tongue repels the air so the voice of god might be
understood as air being reverberated by the will of god however
god often communicates his word to prophets without the sound
of a voice in this case the mind of the prophet which has been
illuminated by the spirit is directed to words

132 origen homiliushomiliesHomilies on genesis and exodus trans ronald E heine wash-
ington DC catholic university of america press 1981 63 64

13301330rigenorigenrigen homiliushomiliesHomilies 63 As a matter of fact some believers of this period
did conceive of god as having a body of such cosmic proportions stroumsaStroumsa
forms of god 269 88

134 origen homiliushomiliesHomilies 90 91
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origensbrigensOrigens criticism of his fellow christians belief in divine em-
bodiment was no doubt connected with his platonistic low estiestlestima-
tion

ina
of matter and the body he considered it most clearly impious

to represent god himself as made of flesh and in human form 155135 his
choice as a young man to castrate himself testified of his contempt
for the body although it seems he later judged this action rash 136131156 ori-
gen believed that the body was a humiliation a punishment for the
fall from the presence of god nonetheless it served as a means of
training whereby we may return to gods presence 137 thus in ori
gens view the body had an instrumental value but the spiritual life
after the bodysblodys death was much to be preferred

I1 think that they love god with all their soul who with a great desire
to be in union with god withdraw and separate their soulsowsouisom not only
from the earthly body but also from everything material such men
accept the putting away of the body of humiliation without distress
or emotion when the time comescomes for them to put off the body of
death by what is commonly regarded as death 158138

since origen saw even human embodiment as a humiliation he
vigorously contested divine embodiment

5 origen specifically included melito as among the promi-
nent second century christians who taught that god is embodied
not much is known about melitos life neither his date or place of
birth nor his date of death are known although he was probably
dead by AD 197 he was active during the imperial reigns of
antoninus pius AD 138 161 and marcus aurelius AD 161 180
though he apparently spent some of his earlier life in syria he was
made bishop of sardis in lydia in about 168 or 169 As bishop he
was polemically engaged as a quartodeciman in the controversy
concerning easter 139 the only complete text that remains from
melito peri pascha deals with easter

13501350rigenorigenrigen homiliushomiliesHomilies 63
136136triggi36triggTrigg origen 53 54
137trigg137trigg origen 106
13origen13 origen exhortation to martyrdom in alexandrian christianity trans

john oulton and henry chadwick philadelphia westministerWestminister 1954 394
139139richardrichard C white melito ofsardisof sardis sermon on the passover lexington

ky lexington theological seminary library 1976 4 6 A quartodeciman is one
of a group in the early church esp in asia minor who during the 2dad century and
until the nicene council in 325 observed easter on the l4th14thlath of nisan when the
jews slaughtered the passover lamb no matter on what day of the week that date
occurred websters new international dictionary 3dad ed sv quartodeciman
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melito was a prolific writer authoring some eighteen to
twenty works of these only five or six are definitely known to us
and these are mostly in fragments 140110 the extant fragments provide
no affirmation of divine corporeality however origensbrigensOrigens testimony
recorded about fifty years after melitos death explicitly identified
melito as among the christians who taught that god has a human-
like bodybody141

some have suggested that origen was mistaken in attributing
a corporealist view to melito they claim that origen had no basis
for this attribution other than a very weak inference from the title
of a treatise on the corporeality of god 142 which eusebius
included in his enumeration of melitos works the title of this
work could also be translated as on god incarnate thus one
commentator while admitting that it is not at all impossible that a
writer as orthodox as melito held the opinions which origen
imputes to him nonetheless questions brigensorigensOrigens claim

here occurs the doubt had origen himself read the treatise of
melito or did he know nothing but the title and rashly jump to the
conclusion that melito held views akin to those which he was at
the moment combating if melito be the author of the syriac apology
no fault can be found with the spirituality of his conceptions of god

140stuart140 stuart george hall ed melito of sardis on pascha and fragments
oxford clarendon 1979

14etet dixit deus faciamusFaciamus hominem ad imaginedimaginem nostrum et simil
tudinemtudinem prius discutiendum est ubi consistatconsistat illudeillud ad imaginedimaginem in corporecordorecorpore
an in anima et in primis videamus quibus utantur quipriusqui prius asseruntseruntas e quo-
rum numero est melito qui schiptascripta reliquitreliquit quibus asserit deum corporeumcorporeum
esse and god said let us make man in our image and likeness we must deter-
mine beforehand where the image resides whether in the body or in the soul
and let us first see what evidences the first writers on the subject used among
these was melitomehto who has left treatises asserting the corporeality of god daniel W
graham trans department of philosophy brigham young university origen
selections on genesis in J P migne ed patrologicpatrologiaPatrologia graeca 161igiigl vols paris
migne 1857 1294 see also origen commentary on the epistle ofpaulof paulpani to the
romans in migne patrologiapatrologicPatrologia graeca 14870 71 where he continues his
polemics against christian anthropomorphitesanthropomorphites qui in ecclesia politipositi imaginedimaginem
corporealcorporeamcorpoream cominishominis dei esse imaginedimaginem dicentdicunt those members of the church
who say that the corporeal form of man is the image of god henry chadwick
trans origen contra celiumcelsum cambridge university press 1965 416 n 331

141seesee eusebius the ecclesiastical history and the martyrs of palestine
trans hugh lawlor and john leonard 2 vols london SPCK 1954 1132
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it does not seem possible now absolutely to determine the question
we are ourselves inclined to believe that origen made a mistake and
that the subject of melitos treatise was the incarnation 143113

such speculation appears unwarranted given origensbrigensOrigens vigor-
ous efforts to persuade his fellow christians to give up their cor
porealismprorealismpo realism it seems totally incongruous that he without having
read melitos book and without any further evidence would have
attributed this view to a respected bishop of the church more-
over brigensorigensOrigens testimony is further corroborated by gennadiusgennadiosGennadius
who writing in about AD 425 affirmed that melito was responsi-
ble for a sect of christians who followed him in the belief that the
body of man is made in the image of god 144 further since the doc-
trine of divine incorporeality eventually became entrenched as
christian orthodoxy the fact that melito taught gods corporeality
could help to explain the otherwise mysterious disappearance of
this work and other writings 145

6 finally it was origen who has preserved the testimony of
celsus a second century middle platonist and non christian cel-
sus wrote a comprehensive critique of christianity about AD 178
entitled aletbesalethesalethea logos true doctrine which was later sup-
pressed or destroyed it is known only through quotations in ori
gens work contra celumcelsumcesum composed seventy years later celsus
attempted to demonstrate the inadequacy of christian doctrine
especially the doctrine of god on the basis of assumptions drawn
from platonist philosophical theology 146

according to origen celsus argued at length against what he
understood to be the christian belief that god is corporeal by nature
and has a body like the human forinform in his discussion of celsus

113aA dictionary of christian biography 1882 sv melito
IGengennadiusgennadiosGennadius liber ecclesiasticorumecclesiastic orum dogmatumdogmatum 4
145115 stroumsaStroumsa claims that the affirmation of melitos anthropormorphism is

unfounded citing othmar perler trans and ed melitonmiliton sur la paque paris
cerf 1966 13 n 1 quoted in stroumsastrournsaStroumsa forms of god 270

see the introduction to henry chadwick trans origen contra celumcelsumcesum
9 32 for an attempted reconstruction of celsussCelsuss work from the quotations in
brigensorigensOrigens contra celsumcelium see celsus on the true doctrine A discourse against
the christians trans R joseph hoffmann new york oxford university press
1987 though by his own admission origen has omitted celsussCelsuss sustained anti
corporeality arguments hoffmann claims to have reconstructed several pages of
these arguments 103 15
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wishing to give to the idea of divine corporeality as little credibility as

possible origen did not spellspeilspenn out celsussceisussCelCeIsuss sustained anticorporealitycorporealityanti
arguments explaining that if celsus

invents out of his own head ideas which he heard from nobody or
to grant that he heard them from somebody notions which he
derived from some simple and naive folk who do not know the
meaning of the bible there is no need for us to concern ourselves
with unnecessary argument 147

interestingly in responding to celsus a fellow platonist whose
objections to divine corporeality he shared origen feigned igno-
rance of any christians actually teaching the doctrine but as al-

ready shown above origen elsewhere reckoned the learned bishop

147chadwick origen contra celsumcesumceliumcelum 416 this passage continues the
bible clearly says that god is incorporeal that is why no man has seen god at
any time john 111818 and the firstbornfirstborn of all creation is said to be an image of
the invisible god col 1151115 using invisible in the sense of incorporeal
416416 colossians 115 is one of four places where paul uses the greek word
soratosaoratosaoratos which is usually translated invisible

however brigensorigensOrigens claim that paul meant incorporeal here when he wrote
invisible is dubious in their translation of and commentary on colossians
markus barth and helmut blanke suggest that brigensorigensOrigens interpretation is not the
proper way to understand soratosaoratosaoratos

aoratossoratos is usually translated as invisible but the verbal adjec-
tive in the biblical greek not only designates a possibility or impossi-
bility but is also used in a factual and pragmatic sense the agnostosagnostusagnostos
theos in acts 1723 is the unknown god not the unrecognizable
one as also the aniptoi chairescheires matt 1520 are the unwashed
hands not the unwashable ones

it is recommendable in col 115 to translate aoratossoratos in this prag-
matic sense this corresponds to the OT usage because there is no
hebrew equivalent of aoratossoratos with the meaning of invisible
according to the proclamation of the OT god is not invisible it is
simply not within the capacity of human beings to see yahweh
it is unlikely that paul fostered different notions and cannot be
demonstrated in 1 cor 13121512 he speaks of a time when we will no
longer look as though through a mirror but rather from face to
face obviously he does not presuppose an invisible god colos-
sians A new translation mithwith introduction and commentary
trans astrid B beck new york doubleday 199419941 195 96

paul was then suggesting not that god is unseeable only that he is unseen whether
humans can see or have seen god is a separate issue because even if no man had
ever seen god the father this fact in no way entails that god is incorporeal
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melito among the christian teachers of the doctrine and through-
out his writings he engaged in sustained polemics against his fellow
christians who believed the doctrine thus it seems clear from the
evidence in origensbrigensOrigens own writings that celsus was neither misin-
formed nor did he misrepresent second century christians belief
that god is embodied from origensbrigensOrigens testimony it is clear that this
belief continued to be widely held in the third century as well

tertullian as witness origensbrigensOrigens implication that contempo-
rary christians who believed god to be embodied were confined
to simple and naive folk is contradicted by one of the most cul-
tured of all his christian contemporaries quintus septimiusseptimousSeptimius
florens tertullianusTertullianus about AD 150 220 tertullian stoutly main-
tained his belief that god is embodied and passionately resisted
attempts by immaterialists to platonize christian doctrine tertul-
lian not only believed in an embodied god but he wrote profusely
on this and related doctrines moreover he claimed to express the
views of the churches of his day which were derived from the
original apostolic churches he articulated in rich detail a unified
corporealist understanding of christianity

tertullian was a lawyerwholawyer who converted to christianity in about
197 148111141 according to jerome tertullian became an ordained priest
he was born in carthage and apparently spent most of his life there
though he had more than a passing acquaintance with rome tertul-
lian was well educated in literature as well as law149law119 his writings
show an impressive familiarity with the philosophical and literary
classics of his time he was a genius with language and wrote prolifi-
cally and fluently in both greek and latin 150 many have considered
him the father of ecclesiastical latin though this claim is disputed 151

see timothy david barnesbames tertullian A historical and literary study
oxford clarendon 1985 57 58

149119robent119robertrobert E roberts the theology of tertullian london epworth 1924
26 32

15 thoughqhoughbhough the period of time during which tertullian wrote was relatively
short ca 197 218 thirty one of his works are extant and at least a dozen others
were written but did not survive barnesbames tertullian 30 41

15forfor support of this claim see james morgan the importance of tertul-
lian in the development of christian dogma london kegan paul trench
trubner 1928 77 97 and new catholic encyclopedia sv tertullian for an
opposing position see johannes quasten patrology 4 vols westminster new-
man 1980 2249 59
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As far as is known tertullian was the first to coin the latin trini-
tas 152112 his genius with language allowed him to craft brilliant
polemical theological treatises which contributed profoundly to
the clarification of christian doctrine on topics such as the incar-
nation the trinity and the sacraments 153113155

tertullian was active in a christian movement known at the
time as the new prophecy 154114 this movement attempted to recover
the prophetic revelation and spiritual gifts characteristic of the
apostolic age to preserve pristine christian doctrine against philo-
sophical intrusions and to prepare a people for christs second
coming which was believed to be imminent the movement appar-
ently began about AD 170 in mysia a remote village in phrygiaphrynia
when a man named montanus began to prophesy claiming revela-
tion through the paraclete or holy ghost soon after he was
joined by two prophetessesprophetesses prisca or priscillia and maximillia

all three spoke as the mouthpieces of god himself their possession
was truly divine not the doing of a mere angel or messenger from
heaven in them god spoke the almighty the father the son and
the holy spirit the prophets played a consciously passive role as
gods instruments they were the lyre which the spirit plucked like a

plectrum through them god spoke directly to the world and espe-
cially to the humble in order to give them the courage to die as mar-
tyrs the end of the world was approaching and the new jerusalem
rev 21.1211 ff would descend on pepuzaperuza in phrygiaphrynia in a word mon-

tanism was a millenarian movement 155115

despite opposition from some asian churches who declared
montanus prophecies to be inspired by the devil excommuni-
cated adherents and vilified them in slanderous pamphlets 11156156 the
movement spread rapidly to rome to alexandria and even to gaul

15 15morganmorgan importance of tertullian 23
153for a fuller account of tertullianstertullianoTertullians significance in relation to contempo-

rary theology see morgan importance of tertullian 148 65
154151 clear signs of tertullianstertullianoTertullians involvement appear in his writings starting ca

2067206 7 bamesbarnes tertullian 464746 47 much later adherents of the new prophecy
were called montanists after the name of the movements founder montanus
they were most often called cataphyrians by their opponents the title indicating
their geographical origin see ronald E heine trans and ed the7 be montanist ora-
cles and testimonialtestimoniaTestimonia macon ga mercer university press 1989 ix

155 bamesbarnes tertullian 131
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it achieved its greatest success in carthage where tertullian be-
came a partisan as timothy barnes explains

since christianity was a revealed religion Tertultertullianhan was unwilling
to believe that revelation had ceased in the apostolic age inex-
orably therefore he was led on to espouse the montanistMontamst cause the
issues were simple in his eyes recognition of the paraclete whom
god has promised to send jn 14.161416 severed him from the psyapsy

chicl the paraclete the deductor omnis veritatisveritatis jn 161316.13 gave
necessary counsel to every christian its promptings preserved doc-
trinal orthodoxy from the assaults of heresy 157117

tertullian himself sought to preserve original christian doc-
trine as founded on revelation against the encroachmentsencroachments of pla-

tonistictonistic immaterialism his understanding of christianity included
at least six points that support divine embodiment he argued that

1 god like all that is is embodied 2 beings of spirit may take
on solid bodily form 3 christ in the incarnation specifically took on
flesh that was unqualifiedly human 4 human flesh is a sacred and
glorious substance 5 the same fleshy body that falls in human
death rises in the resurrection and 6 christs resurrected body is

an everlasting and crucial attribute of the godhead 158 these com-
plementaryplementary points form part of tertullianstertullianoTertullians unified explication of
his corporealist christian faith

1 tertullian believed that god is and has always been a

material body 159 he also believed that all things that exist are

15613arnes15613bamesarnes tertullian 131
15713barncsbarnesarnes tertullian 131 32 although the montanists were called hereti-

cal by later christians their differences from their contemporaries were in mat-
ters of practice not theology bamesbarnes tertullian 42 likewise tertullianotertulliansTertullians
orthodoxy in matters of doctrine remained impeccable during his montanist

years as before
158118for a summary of tertullianotertulliansTertullians views on god see norris early christian

theology 81 105
159fertertulliantulhanculhan did not use the phrase material body to describe god but

simply body latin corporecordorecorpore in fact tertullian used the latin materia cognate
to the english matter to refer specifically to the matter of the world in con-
tradistinctiontra to gods eternal substance tertullian against hermogenesHennogenes in
ANF 3477 502 in addition to referring to the chapter and book if any of ter
tulliansgullianstullians works I1 cite the page number from alexander roberts and james don-
aldson eds latin christianity its founder tertullian ANF 33. he also
specifically distinguished god and matter as two words and two things tertull-
ian ad nationsnationesNationes bk 2 ch 4 aneANF 3133 likewise he said that the human soul
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material 160 though not all material is the rough stuff we interact
with in daily life in an apologetic work addressed to pagans hostile
to christianity tertullian expressed approval of zenos model which
separates the matter of world from god in which the latter

has percolated through the former likeueilke honey through the comb 161

addressing heretics who taught that the word was immaterial
AADD 210 162 tertullian defined gods materiality as a more fluid or

is formed by the breathing of god and not out of non divine matter clearly
distinguishing god from the matter of the world tertullian A treatise on the
soul ch 3 ANF 3184 although tertullian did not apply the term material to
god the properties that he ascribed to god are what we now consider to be the
denningdefining properties of matter spatial location extension shape and even a cer-
tain tangibility morgan importance of tertullian 182 hence I1 describe tertul
lians conception of the soul and of god as materialistic it is nevertheless
important to remember that tertullian distinguished between created perish-
able sensible matter and the uncreated imperishable insensible substance mat-
ter of god tertullian ad nationesnationsNationes ch 4 ANF 3132

morgan importance of tertullian 15 this notion appears explicitly in
tertullian treatise on the soul ch 7 ANF 3187 and implicitly in tertullian
against praxeaspraxean ch 7 ANF 3602 although tertullian closely agreed with the
stoics on this and many other beliefs and methods we should not thereby con-
clude that stoicism was the source of his belief see morgan importance of ter-
tullian 10101616 while tertullian employed stoic explanations arguments and
beliefs he exercised discrimination in doing so

for example tertullian used arguments of stoic and other philosophers to
support his belief in the corporeality of the soul particularly agreeing with the sto-
ics description of the soul almost in our own terms tertullian treatise on the
soul ch 5 ANF 3184853184 85 yet elsewhere tertullian pointed out that the stoics do
not believe in the restoration of the body condemned them as the source of mar
cionschions and hermogenes heresiesheresies and denounced broadly the teaching of zeno as
making the matter of the world equal with god tertullian on prescription against
heretics ch 7 ANF 3246 and tertullian against hermogenes ch 1I ANF 3477
on this last point tertullian criticized precisely the stoic materialism that some say
was the basis of his own belief morgan importance of tertullian 182

while tertullian acknowledged that his beliefs sometimes coincided with
those of this or that philosopher he used philosophical authority strictly as a sup-
plement to the ultimate authority of biblical and continuing revelation he held
that all questions should be referred to gods inspired standard tertullian
treatise on the soul ch 2 ANF 3182 83 the discrimination tertullian showed
in regard to philosophical doctrine precludes a simple explaining away ofoftertultertul
lians materialism as due to inability to transcend stoic prejudices although mor-
gan suggests this explanation in importance of tertullian 16 for further
discussion of tertullianotertulliansTertullians relationship to pagan philosophy see R braun tertul
lien et la philosophicphilosophiesophle paiennepaienne essai de mise au point bulletin de sociationlassociationLAs
guillaume buddbudebudibuwi 2 june 1971 231 551L

tertullian ad nationsnationesNationes bk 2 ch 4danf4anfANF 3133
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subtle mode of matter than that which comprises the world he is
also a body although god is a spirit for spirit has a bodily sub-
stance of its own kind 163

to support his claim that the creator of the material earth
must be a body tertullian presented an argument reminiscent of
modern versions of the so called mind body problem

how could it be that he himself is nothing without whom nothing
was made how would he who is empty have made things which
are solid and he who is void have made things which are full and
he who is incorporeal have made things which have body for
although a thing may sometimes be made different from him by
whom it is made yet nothing can be made by that which is a void
and empty thing 164161

this argument attempts to show that the word by whom the
worlds were made heb 12 must be a material body the same
argument applies to the father thus supporting tertullianotertulliansTertullians under-
standing of the father as spirit and therefore materially embodied
although in the original text tertullian presented the fathers cor-
porealityporeality as needless of argumentative support he gave the fathers
corporeality as another reason to believe in the sons corporeality 165161

tertullianotertulliansTertullians notion of material spirit included attributes of
location extension shape texture rarity and density in arguing
against hermogenes and others misled by plato and the stoics in
ad206AD 206 166he166 he described how gods breath which is a portion of
his spirit 167 condensed and became adams soul

after god hath breathed upon the face of man the breath of life and
man had consequently become a living soul surely that breath must
have passed through the face at once into the interior structure and

162to date tertullianstertullianoTertullians writing I1 rely on bamessbaless chronology bames ter-
tullian 55

16 tertullian16tertullian against praxeanpraxeas ch 7 ANF 3602 this interpretation of
john 425 was noted by origen see point 3 of the section on origen as witness

164terturiantertullian against praxeaspraxean ch 7 ANF 3602
165while165while some may find this argument persuasive my point in presenting it

is to illustrate tertullianstertulhanstertullianoTertullianshans understanding of god not to suggest that this under-
standing is demonstrated by this reasoning tertulliantertuilian against praxeaspraxean ch 7
ANF 3602

see bamesbarnes tertullian 123
tertullian cited isaiah 245 as teaching that mans soul is a condensation

of the spirit or breath of god my spirit went forth from me and I1 made the
breath of each and the breath of my spirit became soul tertullian treatise on
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have spread itself throughout all the spaces of the body and as soon
as by the divine inspiration it had become condensed it must have
impressed itself on each internal feature which the condensation
had filled it and so have been as it were congealed in shape or
stereotyped hence by this densifyingdensifying process there arose a fixing
of the souls corporeity and by the impression its figure was formed
and molded thus is the inner man different from the outer but yet
one in the twofold condition it too has eyes and ears of its own 168

thus before its impression in the body the spirit of god appar-
ently has no fixed shape but it has extension and position so that
it can pass through adams face and flow through his body before
condensing and transforming into soul

even in his earliest writings between AD 198 and 203 tert-
ullian represented the spirit of god explicitly as subtsubtletylelyiely mater-
ial having location and form although its shape may not be fixed
he described the spirit of god as corporeal although not human
in form

the spirit of god who since the beginning was bomeborne upon the
waters would as baptizer abide upon waters A holy thing in fact
was carried upon a holy thing or rather that which carried
acquired holiness from that which was carried upon it any matter
placed beneath another is bound to take to itself the quality of that
which is suspended over it and especially must corporeal matter
take up spiritual quality which because of the subtlety of the sub-
stance it belongs to finds it easy to penetrate and inhere 169

2 tertullian thought it nothing strange that a being of subtle
spirit should take more solid bodily form he considered the
human spirit to be one of the inseparable faculties of the human

the soul ch 11 ANF 3191 hence mans soul was once a part of god this con-
cept is especially significant because tertullian expressly asserted elsewhere that
the matter out of which god formed the world had a beginning when god cre-
ated the world out of nothing tertullian against hermogenes ch 33 ANF

3496 in this book he contrasted creation out of nothing with creation out of
gods own substance Tertultertullianhianfian against hermogenes ch 2 ANF 3477 hence
tertullian made the human soul of eternal uncreated divine substance in con-
trast with created and perishable matter

tertullianfertullianFertullian treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3189 although he says the
face of man tertullian clearly alludes to genesis 27 in this passage which he
quotes as referring to adam tertullian treatise on the soul ch 3 ANF 3184

169ernest169ernest evans trans tertullianotertulliansTertullians homily on baptism cambridge en-
gland university printing house 1964 9 11 see also a slightly different transla-
tion in tertullian on baptism ANF 3670
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soul 170 which has the same form as the body of flesh it inhabits
he used reason religious experience and biblical revelation to
support this belief

criticizing plato tertullian argued rationally that the soul
must be corporeal in order 1 to sympathize and interact with the
body 2 to move the body and 3 to be described as departing
the body at the time of death 171 then he reasoned that since the
soul is corporeal

we shall not be at all inconsistent if we declare that the more usual
characteristics of a body such as invariably accrue to the corporeal
condition belong also to the soul such as form and limitation and
that triad of dimensions what now remains but for us to give the
soul a figure effigiem172effigiem171

to his rational argument that a soul must have humanlike
form tertullian added evidence drawn from the religious experi-
ences of a contemporary christian woman associated with new
prophecy she claimed

there has been shown to me a soul in bodily shape and a spirit has
been in the habit of appearing to me not however a void and
empty illusion but such as would offer itself to be even grasped by
the hand soft and transparent and of an etherial color and form
resembling that of a human being in every respect 173

finally he rounded out his case for the humanlike form of the
soul by an appeal to biblical authority for instance he relied on
the new testament account of lazarus and the rich man in hell
luke 1623 24 the soul too has eyes and ears of its own j

it has moreover all the members of the body thus it happens
that the rich man in hell has a tongue and poor lazarus a finger
and abraham a bosom 17411745174

tertullian17tertuffian treatise on the soul ch 10 ANF 3190
tertullianitertulhan treatise on the soul chsachs 5 6 ANF 3185

172171171tertulliantertullian treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3188 the word that tertull-
ian uses for figure is cognate with the english effigy which roughly means a
copy of something

173tertullian173tertullian treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3188
tertullian17tertuman treatise on the soul ch 9 ANF 3189 in this passage tertull-

ian also refers to paul hearing and seeing the lord 2 cor 122 4 for other argu-
ments based on scripture see tertullian treatise on the soul ch 7 ANF 3187
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tertullian believed that angels though beings of spirit ap-
pear in temporary solid bodies furthermore addressing heretics
who claimed christs corporeality was illusory about AD 206
Tertultertullianilantianiian even attributed to the holy spirit the power to take lit-
eral bodily form

the gospel ofjohnofjohn declares that the spirit descended in the body of
a dove and sat upon the lord when the said spirit was in this condi-
tion he was truly a dove as he was also a spirit nor did he destroy his
own proper substance by the assumption of an extraneous substance
but you ask what becomes of the doves body after the return of the
spirit back to heaven and similarly in the case of the angels their with-
drawal was effected in the same manner as their appearance had
been still there was solidity in their bodily substance whatever
may have been the force by which the body became visible 175

53 tertullian believed that the word took on human flesh
when he was born as the son of god he wrote an entire book on
the flesh of christ to argue that christs flesh was very much
human flesh that the soul which gave that flesh life was of the
same sort as inhabits other human bodies and that christs human-
ity was essential to the purpose of his life and work on earth he af-
firmed that christs was a flesh suffused with blood built up with
bones interwoven with nerves entwined with veins a adleshfleshaflesh which
knew how to be born and how to die human without doubt as
born of a human being such a flesh was necessary so that christ
could suffer and die to redeem mankind while fully divine in
spirit christ was fully human in body the powers of the spirit
proved him to be god his sufferings attested the flesh of man
if his powers were not without the spirit in like manner were not
his sufferings without the flesh 11176176

4 in no way did tertullian consider it degrading for god to
take bodily or even human form As part of his multifaceted argu-
ment that christ really dwelt in human flesh tertullian argued
vehemently for the worthiness of human flesh to those who con-
sidered the flesh a shameful thing tertullian said of the condition
of being clothed in flesh

and are you for turning these conditions into occasions of blushing
to the very creature whom he has redeemed censuring them too

175175tertulliantertullian on the eleshfleshreshnesbwesh of christ ch 3 ANF 3523
17tertulhantertullian on the flesh of christ ch 5 ANF 3525 italics in original
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us unworthy of him who certainly would not have redeemed them
had he not loved them our birth he reforms from death by a sec-
ond birth from heaven our flesh he restores from every harassing
malady when leprous he cleanses it of the stain when blind he
rekindles its light when palsied he renews its strength when pos-
sessed with devils he exorcisesexercises it when dead he reanimates it
then shall we blush to own it177

far from an embarrassment he considered the body and its pro-
cess of generation to be sacred calling it a reverend discourse of
nature 11171178 elsewhere he reiterated that nature should be to us an
object of reverence not of blushes 11179179

tertullian also denied that the flesh is the source of sin

the soul suffuses even the flesh by reason of their conjunction
with its own shame now although the flesh is sinful yet the
flesh has not such ignominy on its own account for it is not of itself
that it thinks anything or feels anything for the purpose of advising
or commanding sin it is only a ministering thing 180

thus tertullian held that the soul is the origin of sinful impulses
and that the flesh is sinful only as an abettor in the commission of
the sins the soul initiates 181

far from being a degrading substance tertullian maintained
that earthly flesh is a glorified substance since god created it

you have both the clay made glorious by the hand of god and the
flesh more glorious still by his breathing upon it by virtue of which
the flesh not only laid aside its clayey rudiments but also took on
itself the ornaments of the soulSOUI 182

he further compared the flesh to splendid gold which similarly
derives from the refining of earth 183

5 tertullian believed that the resurrected rise in a body of
flesh against those led by philosophy to deny bodily resurrection
tertullian argues using christ as the paradigm about AD 206

for the very same body which fell in death and which lay in the
sepulchre did also rise again and it was not so much christ in

1717tertulliantertullian on the flesh of christ ch 4 ANF 55243524 italics in original
tertullian on the flesh of christ ch 4 ANF 3524
tertullian treatise on the soul ch 27 ANF 3208

tertullian treatise on the soul ch 40 ANF 3220
tertullian treatise on the soul ch 40 ANF 3220

I tertullianitertullian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 7 ANF 3550
tertullian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 18 ANF 3557583557 58 and

chch6avf6 AZVF 3549
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the flesh as the flesh in christ if therefore we are to rise again
after the example of christ who rose in the flesh we shall cer-
tainly not rise according to that example unless we also shall our-
selves rise again in the flesh 184

to clarify pauls teaching regarding the resurrection it is sown a
natural body it is raised a spiritual body 1 cor 1544 tertullian
explained the difference between natural and spiritual bodies As

therefore the flesh was at first an animate or natural body on
receiving the soul so at last will it become a spiritual body when
invested with the spirit of god 11115185 thus Tertultertullianhan believed that
resurrected flesh is flesh similar to mortal flesh but the spiritual
body of the resurrection is a fleshy body that has been purified by
accepting gods spirit

in a similar manner our fleshy bodies may become spiritual
even in mortality

first of all there comes the natural soul that is to say the breath to
the people that are on the earth in other words to those who act
carnally in the flesh then afterwards comes the spirit to those who
walk thereon that is who subdue the works of the flesh because
the apostle also says that that is not first which is spiritual but that
which is natural or in possession of the natural soul and afterward
that which is spiritual 186

the fact that a persons body can become a spiritual one while it is
still mortal further clarifies that the spiritual body is material
clearly for tertullian the spiritual body of the resurrection is a
body of flesh purified by the spirit of god

6 tertullian believed that the word not only took on human
flesh when he was born as the son of god but that he also will
retain that flesh forever in its resurrected glorified state

he who suffered will come again from heaven acts 12 and by
all shall he be seen who rose again from the dead they too who
crucified him shall see and acknowledge him that is to say his very
flesh against which they spent their fury and without which it
would be impossible for himself either to exist or to be seen so that
they must blush with shame who affirm that his flesh sits in heaven
void of sensation like a sheath only christ being withdrawn from

184114 tertullian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 484sanfANF 35813581

tertullian115rertuffian on the resurrection of the flesh ch 55anf53 ANF 3587
tertullianertuuian treatise on the soul ch 1111avfanzANF 3191
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it as well as those who maintain that his flesh and soul are just the
same thing or else that his soul is all that exists but that his flesh
no longer lives 187

without his body christ could not have accomplished his mis-
sion on earth and deprived of it he would not be christ insofar
as christ and his mission contribute to the glory of the godhead
so contributes the flesh tertullianstertullianoTertullians belief clearly contrasts with
interpretations of the resurrection that explain away christs eter-
nal embodiment

tertullianotertullianstertulfiansTertulliansfianshians defense of god as materially embodied of the
resurrection of the flesh and of the soul as humanlike in form is
part of a larger effort to preserve what he understood to be pris-
tine christian doctrine and to defend it against attempts by late
second century and early third century christian platonists to re-
cast it within an immaterialistic metaphysical framework 188 since
christianity is a revealed religion tertullian insisted that discus-
sants must refer all questions to gods inspired standard this
standard included the old testament the words of the apostles
and the tradition of the churches that the apostles established tert-
ullian cited all three in support of his doctrines

while combating heresy tertullian maintained that the apos-
tolic tradition had been well preserved the many and great
christian churches that continue in one and the same faith evi-
dence that the tradition is strong 189 moreover his own doctrine
has its origins in the tradition of the apostles and the churches

they organized being in no respect different from theirs 190

tertullian on the eleshfleshheshereshnesbresh of christ ch 24 ANF 3542
see tertullian treatise on the soul ch 23 ANF 3203 for a fuller dis-

cussion of tertullianstertuffianstertullianoTertullians resistance to platonism see roberts theology of tertul-
lian 63 78

tertullian on prescription against heretics ch 28 ANF 3256
tertullian190tertuffian on prescription against heretics ch 212 1 ANF 3252 53 italics

in original although this work stands on its own as a general statement on heresy
and orthodoxy it also serves as a preface to a series of tertullianstertullianoTertullians works addressed
to particular heresiesheresies including A treatise on the soul against praxeaspraxean on the
nesbfleshheshresh of christ on the resurrection of the dead against hermogenes and
against marcion note also the many places where tertullian refers to his appeal
to apostolic authority as a criterion for distinguishing orthodox christian doctrines
on prescription against heretics chsachs 31 34 ANF 3259 60 against marcion
bk 5 ch ianelane1 ANF 3429 and against hermogenes ch 1anflaneianedanf1 ANF 3477
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tertullian thus implied that from the beginnings of christianity to
his day there had been a unified body of christians who faithful
to the apostolic tradition affirmed that god is embodied 191

As an educated christian tertullian was in a position to resist
philosophical intrusions into christian doctrine in a way that
unlearned christians could not after his conversion tertullian de-
voted all of his efforts to the defense of christianity 192 tertullian
asserted that philosophy is the parent of heresy and posed the
trenchant questions that have continued to haunt classical christ-
ian theologians through the centuries

what indeed has athens to do with jerusalem what concord is
there between the academy and the church what between heretics
and christians our instruction comes from the porch of solomon
who had himself taught that the lord should be sought in simplicity
of heart away with all attempts to produce a mottled christianity of
stoic platonic and dialectic composition193composition193

fourth and fifth century beliefbellef in an embodied god

tertullianstertullianoTertullians vigorous attempt to preserve within christianity
the understanding that god is embodied was of course ulti-
mately to fail but the triumph of immaterialism came about only
gradually indeed significant pockets of christians resisting hel-
lenisticlenistic influences continued to believe in an embodied deity as
late as the fourth and fifth centuries that this is so is evident in
the writings of augustine AD 354 430450 an uncompromising
advocate of incorporealism

augustine was born at thagasteThagaste in north africa in 354 his
mother monica was a christian during his youth and early adult-
hood augustine apparently understood that christians believed

19tertullian on prescription against heretics chsachs 20202828 ANF 3252 256
see also numerous instances where Tertultertullianhianfian speaks as we and of his doctrines
as those of ourselves as in tertullian treatise on the soul ch 2 ANF 3182

192asAs a new convert tertullian devoted himself to the obvious threats
to christianity outside the christian community his earliest writings defended
christianity against pagans and jews however as he became more deeply
involved in the issues threatening christianity tertullian turned to internal
threats which he saw as the most significant dangers

193tertullian on prescription against heretics ch 7 ANF 3246
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god to be embodied by his own admission it was this very doc-
trine that for many years constituted an insurmountable stumbling
block to his acceptance of the christian faith he said that as a
youth he was much embarrassed by the doctrine and thus suc-
cumbed to the logic of those who maligned it

my own specious reasoning induced me to give in to the sly argu-
ments of fools who asked me whether god was confined to the
limits of a bodily shape whether he had hair and nails my igno-
rance was so great that these questions troubled me and while I1
thought I1 was approaching the truth I1 was only departing the fur-
ther from it how could I1 see this when with the sight of my eyes
I1 saw no more than material things and with the sight of my mind no
more than their images I1 did not know that god is a spirit a being
without bulk and without limbs defined in length and breadth
nor had I1 the least notion what the scriptures mean when they
say that we are made in gods image 194

at first unable to accept christianity because of its doctrine that
god is embodied in humanlike form augustine was much at-
tracted to the manichaean sect which endorsed a nonanthropo
morphic though still material deity

I1 had lost hope of being able to find the truth in your church
0 lord the manicheesManichees had turned me away from it at the same
time I1 thought it outrageous to believe that you had the shape of a
human body and were limited within the dimensions of limbs like
our own for when I1 tried to fall back upon the catholic faith my
mind recoiled because the catholic faith was not what I1 supposed it
to be but 0 my god I1 thought that this was a more pious
belief than to suppose that you were limited in each and every way
by the outlines of a human body 195191

eventually augustinesaugustinasAugustines career as a teacher of rhetoric took
him from his native africa to italy first to rome and then to milan
there under the influence of bishop ambrose he became
acquainted with latin translations of platonist writings and with
the possibility of gods being a purely spiritual being in the
sense of being totally immaterial mvinvisibleisible and incorporeal 196 this
view of god dissolved his longstandinglong standing aversion to christian

19 19augustineaugustine confessions trans R S pine coffin middlesex england pen-
guin 1961 bk 3 sec 7 ppap 62 63

195195augustineaugustine confessions bk 5 sec 10 ppap 104 5
196istroumsastrournsa incorporealityincorporealityofgodof god 352
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doctrine and was a major factor in his conversion in 386 the fol-
lowing year at age thirty two he was finally baptized a christian
in his newly found platonic understanding of god he exulted

I1 learned that your spiritual children do not understand the words
god made man in his own image to mean that you are limited by
the shape of a human body nevertheless I1 was glad at this time I1

had been howling my complaints not against the catholic faith

0 god you who are so high above us and yet so close hidden
and yet always present you have not parts some greater and some
smaller you are everywhere and everywhere you are entire
nowhere are you limited by space you have not the shape of a body
like ours

your catholic church I1 had learnt sic did not teach the
doctrines which I1 so sternly denounced this bewildered me but I1 was
on the road to conversion and I1 was glad 1I had no liking for child-
ish absurdities and there was nothing in the sound doctrine which she
taught to show that you the creator of all things were confined within
a measure of space which however high however wide it might be
was yet strictly determined by the form of a human body 197

from these passages it is evident that in his youth and probably
until his early thirties augustine understood christians to believe
that god is embodied

in two ways kim paffenroth has recently challenged this
reading of the quoted texts he claims that young augustinesaugustinasAugustines
references to christian belief in an embodied deity are either
merely allusions to the incarnation or misunderstandings caused
by manichaeans who intent on discrediting christian beliefs
misrepresented them 19898 however the fact that young augustine
understood that christians believed that god was embodied and
not merely as the incarnate son seems beyond dispute for
according to augustinesaugustinasAugustines own account the scriptural warrant
for christian belief in divine embodiment was largely found in
the old testament and hence was not merely based upon the
incarnation for instance he disclosed that it was only after he
met ambrose in milan that he learned that gods spiritual chil-
dren do not understand the words god made man in his

197augustine197augustine confessions bk 6 sees 3 4 ppap 114 15 italics in original
19kimkim paffenroth paulsen on augustine an incorporeal or nonanthropo

morphic god harvard theological review 86 1993 233 35
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own image to mean that god is limited by the shape of a
human body 199

moreover that augustine as a result of manichaean misrepre-
sentations for many years just misunderstood what christians of
his acquaintance believed seems incredible how could he be so
radically mistaken when his own mother was a christian when he
grew up among christians and when he even studied christian
catechism but quite apart from inference augustine provided
considerable evidence of christian belief in an embodied deity

augustine discussed the carnal and weak of ouroukourfaitbfaith who
when they hear the members of the body used figuratively as
when gods eyes or ears are spoken of are accustomed in the
license of fancy to picture god to themselves in a human form
though augustine found these christians belief that god has a
human form which is the most excellent of its kind laughable he
nonetheless found it more allowable and respectable than the
manichaean alternative moreover unlike the manichaeans augus-
tine said that these carnal christians are teachable and with
proper instruction in the church may gradually come to under-
stand spiritually the figures and parables of the scriptures 201200101

further augustine provided a catalogue of heretical christian
communities or sects 20101 he identified two christian communities
contemporary with himself who explicitly taught that god is

embodied in humanlike form members of the first community
were called audianiaudiana sometimes vadianidadianiVadiani they were followers of a

christian deacon audiusaddius of edessa and were located primarily in
syria and mesopotamia members of the second community were
called the anthropomorphitesAnthropomorphites and were located in egypt john
cassian a christian monk who spent about fifteen years about
AD 385 400 in the egyptian monastic communities corroborated

199199augustineaugustine confessions bk 6 sec 3 ppap 114 italics in original
20oaugustineaugustine the writings against the manichaensManichaens and against the

Donatis ts ed philip schaff grand rapids mich eerdmans 1956 ch 23 sec
25 p 139 italics added

201seesee liguori G mimMifmiillerumerflermuer the de haeresibusHaeresibus of saint augustine washing-
ton DC catholic university of america press 1956 miiller says it becomes
evident immediately in the de haeresibusHaere sibus that augustine envisioned a heresy as
a concrete sect not a heretical proposition since he speaks of the individual
members of the sect rather than of the tenets they hold 50
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augustinesaugustinasAugustines testimony with respect to egyptian anthropomorphism
although cassian was an origenist and an incorporealist he
nonetheless made it clear that for late fourth century christian
monks in egypt anthropomorphism was the long established
norm and incorporealism was the innovation 202

cassian records that theophilus bishop of alexandria sent a
letter in 399 to the egyptian churches to set the dates of lent and
easter in that letter theophilus included a condemnation of
anthropomorphism which

was received very bitterly by almost every sort of monk throughout
all egypt indeed the majority of the older men among the
brethren asserted that in fact the bishop was to be condemned as
someone corrupted by the most serious heresy someone opposing
the ideas of holy scripture someone who denied that almighty god
was of human shape and this despite the clear scriptural evidence
that adam was created in his image 203

even the monks in scetesaete who were far ahead of all the egyptian
monks in perfection and knowledge 204 and all the priests ex-
cept paphnutius an origenist in charge of cassianscassianaCassians church
denounced the bishops letter those in charge of the three other
churches in the desert refused to allow the letter to be read or pub-
licly presented at their assemblies

cassian chronicled the particular struggles of one monk ser-
apion in accepting the view that god is not embodied according
to cassian serapion had long lived a life of austerity and monastic
discipline that coupled with his age had brought him into the
front ranks of the monks despite the persistent efforts of paph
nutis to dissuade him serapion had held fast to his belief that god
is embodied

the concept of a nonembodiednonerabodiedembodiednon god seemed newfanglednew fangled to him it
was something unknown to his predecessors and not taught by them

2020ttootto meinardus concludes that anthropomorphists appear to have out-
numbered the liberal party the origenists who preferred allegorical interpreta-
tions of the scriptures by at least three to one monks and monasteries of the
egyptian deserts rev ed cairo american university in cairo press 1989 53

203colmcoimcolm luibheidLuibheid trans john cassian conferences new york paulist
19851251985 125 26

lulbluibheidiluibheidLuibheidheld cassian conferences 26
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by chance a deacon named photinusphotinosPhotinus came along he was a
very well versed man in order to add strength to the doctrine
contained in the bishops letter he brought photinusphotinosPhotinus into a gathering
of all the brethren he asked him how the catholic churches of the
east interpreted the words in genesis let us make man in our own
image and likeness agngn 1.26126126

photinusphotinosPhotinus explained how all the leaders of the churches were
unanimous in teaching that the image and likeness of god should be
understood not in an earthly literal sense but spiritually he himself
demonstrated the truth of this in a lengthy discourse and with abun-
dant scriptural evidence

at last the old man was moved by the many very powerful
arguments of this extremely learned man we stood up to bless
the lord and to pour out our prayers of thanks to him and then
amid these prayers the old man became confused for he sensed that
the human image of god which he used to draw before him as he
prayed was now gone from his heart suddenly he gave way to
the bitterest most abundant tears and sobs he threw himself on the
ground and cried out ah the misfortune theyve taken my god
away from me I1 have no one to hold on to and I1 dont know whom
to adore or to address 11205205

according to owen chadwick cassianscassianaCassians description of sara

pionsplonseions capitulation greatly understated the resoluteness of egyptian
resistance to theophilussTheophi luss decree proscribing anthropomorphism
chadwick writes

were cassian the sole authority the impression would be left that
despite the fierce opposition of great numbers the decrees of
theophilus were ultimately accepted by the egyptians we hear
nothing in cassian of the riots in alexandria of the bishops submis-
sion of the expulsion of origenism

except in cassianscassianaCassians community in scetesaete where paphnutius
succeeded in bringing round his congregation to the origenist view-
point a violent agitation arose A band of monks repaired to alexan-
dria and caused riots Theophtheophilusflus had courage he went out to meet
the approaching band and as soon as he could make himself heard
when I1 see you he said 1 I see the face of god then said the

leaders if you really believe that condemn the works of origen
theophilus whom palladius nicknamed mr facing both ways
consented on the spot to condemn the origenists he sent
letters to his suffraganssuffragans ordering the expulsion of the origenist
monks from the monasteries and the desert there appears from

205 luibheidLuibheid cassian conferences 125 27
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this moment a drift out of egypt by some members of the now con-
demned origenist party 206

finally augustine also provided evidence that fourth and
fifth century christian anthropomorphism was not confined to
priests monks and laity for instance in A letter of instruction
to the holy brother fortunatianusFortunatianus epistle 148 written in AD

413 augustine discussed a brother bishop not named who was
teaching that we are able or at least will be able after the resur-
rection to see god with the eyes of our bodies in a prior letter
without mentioning the bishop by name augustine had sharply
rebuked those who held this view and the bishop had been
offended augustine asked fortunatianuss intercession on his
behalf in seeking the bishops forgiveness and in effecting recon-
ciliation nonetheless augustine said he had no regrets about hav-
ing written the letter for his intent was to

prevent men from believing that god himself is corporeal and visi-
ble as occupying a place determined by size and by distance from us
for the eye of this body can see nothing except under these condi-

tions and to prevent men from understanding the expression face
to face as if god were limited within the members of a body 207117217

thereupon augustine argued at length against the bishops view
on the basis of the evidence detailed above it seems clear

that christians from the very inception of the faith up until at least
the early part of the fifth century widely believed god to be an
embodied being this belief continued despite the fact that it was
challenged by both christian and non christian platonists from at
least the time of the second century As platonism became
entrenched as the dominant christian world view the idea of an
embodied god gradually faded into obscurity

zoowenowen chadwick john cassian 2dad ed cambridge university press
1968 282928 29 on the causes of the controversy and the subsequent expulsion of
origenists see elizabeth A clarkdarkoark the origenist controversy princeton univer-
sity press 1992 chapter 2 focuses on anthropomorphism for a tentative ques-
tioning of the generally accepted view that the egyptian monks believed in an
embodied god see graham gould the image of god and the anthropomor-
phite controversy in fourth century monasticism in genianaorigenianaOri quinta ed
robert J daly leuven belgium leuven university press 1992 549 57

207107philip schaff ed the confessions and letters of st augustine grand
rapids mich eerdmans 1956 498 note also that the bishops basis for his
belief was apparently old testament not incarnational passages about god


